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Provenance
The two typewritten copies and printed proof sheets of the Russell novel, Mr. Skeffington, were the gift of Ann E. Hardham, John C. Hardham and Virginia B. Hardham, January 15, 2012.
Cataloging Decisions
1. Elizabeth was born Mary Annette Beauchamp (but known in the family as “May”), then after her first marriage in 1891, she became Elizabeth von Arnim, and after her second marriage in 1916, she became Elizabeth, Countess Russell; Russell was the name she preferred to use until her death in 1941. Her authorized name in the Huntington Online Catalogue is Elizabeth Von Arnim, 1866-1941, but it was decided to catalog the material in this collection with the form of her name used in other Huntington manuscript collections.
2. Elizabeth's address book contained a number of loose letters, cards, and ephemera laid into the volume; these loose items were removed and cataloged separately with the original location noted on the front of the folder.
3. Henry Herron Beauchamp was in the habit of writing long letters to his family while he travelled; some of the letters were written over the course of several weeks. These “general” letters were meant to be read and shared amongst his entire family; at the same time, Beauchamp was in the habit of writing short, personal letters to his wife “Louey,” (Elizabeth Lassett Beauchamp). Therefore, the dates of all of these letters overlap in a way that can be confusing to a researcher; the letters have been arranged chronologically by the first date of each letter.
   - Elizabeth Mary Russell, Countess Russell, Papers (1890-1962) (Call number: mssER 1-1787)
   - Elizabeth Russell - Henry Norman Papers (Call number: HM 74320-74342)
   - Elizabeth Mary Russell, Countess Russell, 1866-1941. 3 letters to Walford Graham Robertson. In the W. Graham Robertson papers (1875-1948) (Call number: mssWR 505-507)
   - Elizabeth, 1866-1941. Elizabeth and Her German Garden (New York; London: The Macmillan Co., 1900) (Call number: 631698) Inscribed to Henry Norman, 1932. Transferred from the Manuscripts Department to Rare Books
Biographical Note

Henry Herron Beauchamp was born in London, England, in 1825. In 1838, he went to work for the merchant and shipping firm of Messrs. Samuel Baker, Philpotts & Co., after ten years in London was sent to Mauritius; and after a further two years, he decided to go into the trading and shipping business on his own. He relocated to Australia for 20 years where he became a successful businessman but then semi-retired and returned to England in 1870. After his return to Europe, Beauchamp travelled extensively throughout the world until about 1890; he died at Bexley, Kent on Oct. 6, 1907. In January 1855, Beauchamp married Elizabeth Weiss Lassetter, and together they had six children, the youngest of whom was Mary Annette Beauchamp.

Mary Annette Beauchamp was born in Australia, at the family’s holiday home, in 1866. She became known to the world in 1898 as “Elizabeth” after the publication of her first novel, Elizabeth and Her German Garden. She was a very popular writer during her lifetime and wrote some twenty works, mainly semi-autobiographical novels between 1897 and 1940; two of her novels have been made into films, Mr. Skeffington and The Enchanted April. She married Count Henning von Arnim-Schlagenthin in 1891, and after his death in 1910, she married John Francis Stanley Russell, 2nd Earl, in 1916, though they separated in 1919. Elizabeth died in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1941.

Scope and Content

The collection consists of H.H. Beauchamp’s Journals with typewritten transcriptions for the years 1870-1907, in which he wrote extensively about family matters, as well as, his travels, often pasting in photos, newspaper clippings and other printed material about the places he visited; the collection also includes letters written by Beauchamp, mainly to his wife, Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, and other family members. A second major part of the collection is the Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, Address book, correspondence, with one letter by George Moore, ephemera and manuscripts, which consist of two typewritten copies and printed proof sheets of her novel, “Mr. Skeffington.”

The papers consist of the following series:
1. Journals (Box 1) are arranged chronologically and cover the years 1870-1907. Beauchamp wrote extensively about his world travels from 1870 until 1890, often pasting in photos, newspaper clippings and other printed material about the places he visited. After 1890, the journals mainly focus on family life and concerns, especially the health of his large extended family. Elizabeth Russell (as “May”) is only mentioned briefly in the earlier journals but becomes more important after 1888, during her courtship with von Arnim.
2. Journal Transcriptions (Boxes 2-3) are arranged chronologically. These transcriptions are photocopies of the typewritten originals; because the journals are somewhat fragile it is best to read the transcriptions for detailed content of the journals.
3. H. H. Beauchamp Correspondence & Ephemera (Boxes 4-5) is arranged alphabetically by author and addressee. The majority of the letters were written by Beauchamp to his wife “Louey” and cover the years 1870 to 1905. These letters can be read alongside the journals as they provide some further travel details but are mainly concerned with family matters. There are a small number of letters to other family members, including one letter to Elizabeth, Countess Russell. This material also includes a copy of Beauchamp’s death certificate and the padded folder which originally held the letters.
4. Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell Address book, Correspondence, Ephemera & Manuscripts (Boxes 6-7) is arranged by format and then alphabetically by author. This material includes Elizabeth’s address book, and the letters, cards, and ephemera removed from the address book and cataloged separately. There is also one letter from George Moore to Elizabeth, originally with the Beauchamp letters. The manuscripts are two carbon copy, typewritten copies, and the printed proof sheets of Mr. Skeffington; the printed proof sheets have been removed to a long, flat folder for storage.

Arrangement

Organized in the following manner:
1. Journals (Box 1)
2. Journal Transcriptions (Boxes 2-3)
3. H.H. Beauchamp Correspondence & Ephemera (Boxes 4-5)
4. Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, Address book, Correspondence, Ephemera & Manuscripts (Boxes 6-7)

Arranged chronologically and alphabetically within series.

Note: Elizabeth was born Mary Annette Beauchamp (but known in the family as “May”), then after her first marriage in 1891, she became Elizabeth von Arnim, and after her second marriage in 1916, she became Elizabeth, Countess Russell; Russell was the name she preferred to use until her death in 1941. Her authorized name in the Huntington Online Catalog is Elizabeth Von Arnim, 1866-1941, but it was decided to catalog the material in this collection with the form of her name used in other Huntington manuscript collections.
Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the Huntington Library’s Online Catalog.

Subjects
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907, -- Archives.
Von Arnim, Elizabeth, 1866-1941, -- Archives.
Young, Brigham, 1801-1877.
Australia -- Description and travel.
Belgium -- Description and travel.
China -- Description and travel.
Egypt -- Description and travel.
England -- Description and travel.
France -- Description and travel.
Germany -- Description and travel.
Hong Kong -- Description and travel.
New Zealand -- Description and travel.
Switzerland -- Description and travel.
United States -- Description and travel.

Forms/Genres
Ephemera -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Ephemera -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Journals -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Letters (correspondence) -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Letters (correspondence) -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Manuscripts -- Great Britain -- 20th century.

Additional Contributors
Beauchamp, Elizabeth Lassetter, 1836-1919, recipient.
Moore, George, 1852-1933.
Von Arnim, Elizabeth, 1866-1941.

• Australia -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, Journals & transcriptions, (1872, Jan.-1888, Dec.). HM 77556-77557, 77561(2), 77562(2-3).
• Austria -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, Journal & transcription, (1870, Jan.-1872, Jan.). HM 77555, 77560(2).
• Belgium -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, Journals & transcriptions, (1870, Jan.-1906, Dec.). HM 77555, 77558, 77560(2), 77563(1).
• Chicago (Ill.) -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1826-1919, (1873, July 14). HM 77595.
• Germany -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, Journals & transcriptions, (1870, Jan.-1906, Dec.). HM 77555-77556, 77558, 77559, 77560(2), 77561(1).
• Hong Kong -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, letter to Elizabeth Lasseter Beauchamp, 1826-1919, (1892, June 2-3). HM 77618.
• Ireland -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, Journal & transcriptions, (1870, Jan.-1872, Jan.). HM 77555, 77560(1).
• Italy -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, Journals & transcriptions, (1872, Jan.-1906, Dec.). HM 77556, 77558, 77561(1), 77563(1).
• Italy -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, letter to Elizabeth Lasseter Beauchamp, 1826-1919, (1892, June 2-3). HM 77618.
• Japan -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, letter to Elizabeth Lasseter Beauchamp, 1826-1919, (1873, May 9). HM 77592.

• Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, letter to Emma Maunsell, (1907, Sep. 5). HM 77644.


• Salt Lake City (Utah) -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, Journal & transcription, (1873, July-1888, Dec.). HM 77557, 77562(1).


• Switzerland -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, Journals & transcriptions, (1870, Jan.-1888, Dec.). HM 77555-77557, 55560(2), 77561(1), 77562(1-2).

• Switzerland -- Description and travel. In Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907, letter to [Dearest Aunts], (1872, Aug. 20). HM 77566.


• Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941. Addressee for [-----], ([ca. 1935?]). HM 77660.

---

**Journals**

**Box 1**

**Journals -- 1870-1907. HM 77555 - 77559**

---
[Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907]. Journal, 1 bound vol. (227 p.), (1870, Jan.-1872, Jan.). HM 77555
Note: extra-illustrated with City of London School report, clippings, photos, cards, printed pictures, programs & lists of expenses. Note: please handle carefully as binding is loose and some items are missing or no longer attached to pages.

Note: extra-illustrated with clippings, photos, cards, & one sketch. Note: please handle carefully as binding is loose and some items are missing or no longer attached to pages.

Note: extra-illustrated with cards, clippings, photos, postcards, printed maps, & menu. Note: please handle very carefully as binding is very loose and some items no longer attached to pages. Note: dated journal entries followed by quotes and writings by various authors, copied out by Beauchamp (12 p.); not included in typewritten transcription.

Note: removed from inside front cover: envelope with lock of “Louey’s” hair [Elizabeth Lasseter Beauchamp]. Removed from between pages 248-249, “Disposal of Estate under will 20th Augst 1905.” Both items enclosed with Journal. Note: extra-illustrated with clippings, wedding invitation and “A Tired Woman’s Epitaph” copied out by Beauchamp.

Note: extra-illustrated with clippings about the death of Sir Sydney Beauchamp, 1861-1921; pasted into the Journal after the death of Henry Herron Beauchamp. Note: very fragile, with insect damage; loss of text. Majority of volume has blank pages, please handle very carefully.

Journal Transcriptions

Box 2

Journal Transcriptions -- 1870, Jan.-1875, Dec. HM 77560(1) - 77562(2)
Note: bound Journal covers 1870, Jan.-1872, Jan., HM 77555.

Note: bound Journal covers 1870, Jan.-1872, Jan., HM 77555.

Note: bound Journal covers 1870, Jan.-1872, Jan., HM 77555.

Note: bound Journal covers 1870, Jan.-1872, Jan., HM 77556.
  Note: bound Journal covers 1873, July-1888, Dec., HM 77557.

  Note: bound Journal covers 1873, July-1888, Dec., HM 77557.

Box 3

Journal Transcriptions -- 1876, Jan.-1907, Oct. HM 77562(3) - 77564

  Note: bound Journal covers 1873, July-1888, Dec., HM 77557.

  Note: bound Journal covers 1873, July-1888, Dec., HM 77557.

  Note: bound Journal covers 1889, Jan.-1906, Dec., HM 77558.

  Note: bound Journal covers 1889, Jan.-1906, Dec., HM 77558.

  Note: bound Journal covers 1889, Jan.-1906, Dec., HM 77558.

  Note: bound Journal covers 1889, Jan.-1906, Dec., HM 77559

H.H. Beauchamp Correspondence & Ephemera

Box 4

Correspondence - H. H. Beauchamp -- Aunts - E. L. Beauchamp (1870-1905). HM 77565 - 77620

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to [Dearest Aunts], A.L.S. (2 p.), ([1872?], Mar. 13), [Lausanne (Switzerland)]. HM 77565
  Note: incomplete; missing first page. Cataloger’s Note: letter possibly addressed to Mrs. [Harriet] Leslie, Mrs. Woodin, and Mrs. de Charms [de Charms, p. 24-25].

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to [Dearest Aunts], A.L.S. (4 p.), (1872, Aug. 20), Lausanne (Switzerland). HM 77566
  Note: damaged and very fragile -- please do not remove from mylar. Cataloger’s Note: letter possibly addressed to Mrs. [Harriet] Leslie, Mrs. Woodin, and Mrs. de Charms [de Charms, p. 24-25].

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to [Dearest Aunts], A.L.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1872?]), [Lausanne (Switzerland)]. HM 77567
  Note: incomplete; missing first page. Cataloger’s Note: letter possibly addressed to Mrs. [Harriet] Leslie, Mrs. Woodin, and Mrs. de Charms [de Charms, p. 24-25].

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (8 p.), (1870, Oct. 9), Galway (Ire.). HM 77568
  Note: fragile and damaged -- please do not remove from mylar.
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1871, Sep. 30), London (Eng.). HM 77569
Note: incomplete; missing final page.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (8 p.), (1871, Oct. 9-10), London (Eng.). HM 77570

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (8 p.), (1872, Jan. 11), London (Eng.). HM 77571

Note: fragile -- please handle carefully.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (6 p.), (1872, Jan. 18-19), London (Eng.). HM 77573
Note: fragile -- please handle carefully.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1872, Jan. 20), London (Eng.). HM 77574

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1872, Jan. 22-23), London (Eng.). HM 77575


Note: fragile and damaged -- please do not remove from mylar.


Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1872, Nov. 27), [On board “Peshawar”]. HM 77582

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (8 p.), (1872, Dec. 5-7), On board “Peshawar” and Galle (Ceylon). HM 77583

Followed by: A.N.S. by [Annie] E. Powell to Elizabeth Beauchamp.

Note: pages originally stitched together with black thread.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1873, Jan. 20), St. Kilda. HM 77586
Note: some insect damage with some loss of text. Final pages written on the verso of a letter from Horatio Beauchamp to Messrs. Rolfe & Co., Nov. 21, 1872.
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (30 p.), (1873, Mar. 9-22), On board “Mooltan” and Galle (Ceylon). HM 77587

Followed by: A.N.S. by Elizabeth Beauchamp.


Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (16 p.), (1873, Mar. 22-23), Galle (Ceylon). HM 77589

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (20 p.), (1873, Mar. 29-Apr. 10), On board “St. Amazone” and Singapore. HM 77590

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (38 p.), (1873, Apr. 18-25), On board steamer “Drummond Castle” and China. HM 77591


Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (8 p.), (1873, June 11-14), On board steamer “Alaska” and San Francisco (Calif.). HM 77593

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (8 p.), (1873, July 3-7), Salt Lake City (Utah) and Chicago (Ill.). HM 77594

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (13 p.), (1873, July 14), Chicago (Ill.). HM 77595

[Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907]. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L. (4 p.), (1873, July 14), Chicago (Ill.). HM 77596

Note: incomplete; missing final pages.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1873, July 24), Toronto (Canada). HM 77597


Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1875, July 24), Plymouth (Eng.). HM 77599

Note: very fragile -- please do not remove from mylar.


Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (12 p.), (1875, Oct. 16-28), On board “Mikado;” Sydney (Australia) and Auckland (New Zealand). HM 77602


Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1875, Nov. 16), Wanganui (New Zealand). HM 77605

Note: fragile -- please do not remove from mylar.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (36 p.), ([1875], Dec. [16?] 1876, Jan. 26), Melbourne (Australia) and On board “Otago.” HM 77609

Note: damaged and fragile -- please handle carefully.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (4 p.), ([1876], Feb. 7), Melbourne (Australia). HM 77612
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (26 p.), ([1876], Feb. 8-Mar. 30), (Australia); On board “China” and “Indus.” HM 77613
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L.S. (3 p.), ([1876], Mar. 30), (Suez.) HM 77616
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (3 p.), (1894, Nov. 13), London (Eng.). HM 77618
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (3 p.), (1894, Nov. 20), London (Eng.). HM 77619

Cataloger’s Note: It is unclear from the Journals and other letters the certain identification of the addressee of these letters. There are several different “Jessys” (also “Jessies” and “Jesses”), referred to in the Journals but hardly ever with a last name; it is also possible these letters are addressed to two different women.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (6 p.), (1893, Oct. 8), London (Eng.). HM 77620
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (3 p.), (1894, Nov. 13), London (Eng.). HM 77621
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (2 p.), (1894, Nov. 20), London (Eng.). HM 77622
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (3 p.), (1894, Nov. 20), London (Eng.). HM 77623
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (3 p.), (1894, Dec. 13), London (Eng.). HM 77627
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (4 p.), (1904, July 3), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77628
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (4 p.), (1904, Nov. 24), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77629
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (4 p.), (1904, Dec. 26), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77630
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (3 p.), (1905, Jan. 21), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77631
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (2 p.), (1905, Jan. 25), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77632
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (4 p.), (1905, Apr. 23), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77633
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (3 p.), (1905, Dec. 26), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77634
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (2 p.), (1906, July 9), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77635
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Jessy [Lassetter], A.L.S. (2 p.), (1907, July 17), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77636
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Bertha Mark, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1905, Apr. 12), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77637
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Emma Maunsell, A.L.S. (8 p.), (1898, June 24), London (Eng.). HM 77638
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Emma Maunsell, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1902, Jan. 23), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77639
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Emma Maunsell, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1902, May 6), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77640
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Emma Maunsell, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1903, Nov. 4), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77641
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Emma Maunsell, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1905, Dec. 14), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77642
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Emma Maunsell, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1907, Apr. 19), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77643

Also enclosed: picture postcard of Golder’s Green Crematorium.

Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to Emma Maunsell, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1901, Nov. 20), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77644
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to [Mrs. Helen] Poole, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1906, May 2), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77645
Beauchamp, Henry Herron, 1825-1907. 1 letter to [Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, 1866- 1941], A.L.S. (1 p.), (1901, Nov. 20), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77646

Note: addressed to “May."

Weaving, W. I. Certified Copy of an Entry of Death for Henry Herron Beauchamp, D.S. (printed form, filled in: 1 p.), (1907, Oct. 7), Bexley (Kent, Eng.). HM 77647

[Woodin, -----, Mrs.] 1 letter to Henry Herron Beauchamp, 1825-1907 & Elizabeth Lassetter Beauchamp, 1836-1919, A.L. (2 p.), (1880, Jan. 20), St. John’s Wood (Eng.). HM 77648

Note: written in third person; written by an aunt of Henry Beauchamp.

Ephemera. Padded folder originally used to hold Henry Herron Beauchamp’s letters, (1 piece), ([ca. 1900?]). HM 77649

With: autograph note by Elizabeth, Countess Russell, taped to inside front cover.

Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, Address book, Correspondence, Ephemera & Manuscripts
Address book, Correspondence, Ephemera; Manuscripts - Mr. Skeffington. HM 77650 - 77662(2)

[Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941]. “Where is It?” Address book, 1 bound vol. (169 p.), (1922-[1941]). HM 77650

Note: very fragile with loose binding and pages -- please handle carefully. Note: letters, postcards, and other items removed and cataloged separately as Correspondence or Ephemera.

Croisset, [Marie-Thérèse] de. 1 card to Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, 1866-1941, A.N.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1932?]), Grasse (France). HM 77651

Note: removed from Address book; between pages 148 & 149.

[Jamieson, Mary Leslie]. 1 postcard to Ernest Auldjo Jamieson, 1880-1937, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1933, Apr. 25), [Portmerion (North Wales)]. HM 77652

Note: removed from Address book; between pages 154 & 155.

[Jamieson, Mary Leslie]. 1 postcard to Ernest Auldjo Jamieson, 1880-1937, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1933, Apr. 26), Portmerion (North Wales). HM 77653

Note: removed from Address book; from inside front cover.

Moore, George, 1852-1933. 1 letter to Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, 1866-1941, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1930?]), London (Eng.). HM 77654

Cataloger’s Note: not removed from Address book; originally with Henry Herron Beauchamp correspondence.


With photo; fragile -- please do not remove from mylar. Note: removed from Address book; between pages 106 & 107.

Riches, N---- J----. 1 postcard to Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, 1866-1941, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1937, Jan. 24), Menton (France). HM 77656

Note: removed from Address book; between pages 46 & 47.

[Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941]. “Silver:” [list of silver and other household items], A.MS. (2 p.), ([ca. 1938?]). HM 77657

Note: fragile and damaged -- please do not remove from mylar. Note: removed from Address book; between pages 106 & 107.

Stuart, Mary. 1 letter to Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, 1866-1941, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1928, Feb. 23), London (Eng.). HM 77658

With A.N. by Elizabeth. Note: removed from Address book; between pages 168 & 169.

Thomson, [?]. 1 letter to Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, 1866-1941, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1940, July 11), Newbury (Berks., Eng.). HM 77659

Note: removed from Address book; between pages 142 & 143.

[-----]. 1 letter to [Elizabeth Mary, Countess Russell, 1866-1941], A.L.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1935?]). HM 77660

Note: in French; signature illegible. Note: removed from Address book; between pages 154 & 155.
Ephemera. Autograph notes, clippings, typewritten and printed material, (16 pieces), (1922-1942). HM 77661
   Note: some of the autograph notes written by Elizabeth, Countess Russell. Note: removed from Address book; from pages as noted.

Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941. Mr. Skeffington: [novel: later draft:] p. 1-130, carbon copy (MS., typewritten: 130 p.), ([ca. 1939]). HM 77662(1)
   With editor's annotations and corrections.

Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941. Mr. Skeffington: [novel: later draft:] p. 131-260, carbon copy (MS., typewritten: 129 p.), ([ca. 1939]).
   HM 77662(2)
   With editor's annotations and corrections.

Box 7

Manuscripts - Mr. Skeffington. HM 77662(3) - 77664
Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941. Mr. Skeffington: [novel: later draft:] p. 261-382, carbon copy (MS., typewritten: 121 p.), ([ca. 1939]).
   HM 77662(3)
   With editor's annotations and corrections.

Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941. Mr. Skeffington: [novel: later draft: uncorrected] title page -130, carbon copy (MS., typewritten: 131 p.), ([ca. 1939]).
   HM 77663(1)
Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941. Mr. Skeffington: [novel: later draft: uncorrected] p. 131-260, carbon copy (MS., typewritten: 129 p.), ([ca. 1939]).
   HM 77663(2)
Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941. Mr. Skeffington: [novel: later draft: uncorrected] p. 261-382, carbon copy (MS., typewritten: 121 p.), ([ca. 1939]).
   HM 77663(3)

[Russell, Elizabeth Mary, Countess, 1866-1941]. Mr. Skeffington: [printed proof sheets], MS. (printed: 98 p.), (1939, Nov. 1). HM 77664
   Note: autograph annotations and corrections by Russell, also editorial notes and markings. Note: damaged, stained and fragile, with some loss of text -- please handle very carefully. Removed to long flat folder.